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Abstract
Pushdown automata using a limited and unlimited amount of nondeterminism are investigated. Moreover, nondeterministic
steps are allowed only within certain contexts, i.e., in configurations that meet particular conditions. The relationships of the
accepted language families with closures of the deterministic context-free languages (DCFL) under regular operations are studied.
For example, automata with unbounded nondeterminism that have to empty their pushdown store up to the initial symbol in order
to make a guess are characterized by the regular closure of DCFL. Automata that additionally have to reenter the initial state
are (almost) characterized by the Kleene star closure of the union closure of the prefix-free deterministic context-free languages.
Pushdown automata with bounded nondeterminism are characterized by the union closure of DCFL in any of the considered
contexts. Proper inclusions between all language classes discussed are shown. Finally, closure properties of these families under
AFL operations are investigated.
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1. Introduction
One of the central questions in automata theory asks for the power of nondeterminism in resource bounded
computations. Traditionally, nondeterministic devices have been viewed as having as many nondeterministic guesses
as time steps. The studies of this concept of unlimited nondeterminism led, for example, to the famous open LBA-
problem or the unsolved question whether or not P equals NP. In order to gain further understanding of the nature of
nondeterminism, in [3,12] it has been viewed as an additional limited resource at the disposal of time or space bounded
computations. The well-known proper inclusion between the deterministic and nondeterministic real-time multitape
Turing machine languages is refined by showing an infinite hierarchy between the deterministic real-time Turing
machine languages and the languages acceptable by real-time Turing machines whose number of nondeterministic
steps is logarithmically bounded. In [14] this result is further generalized to arbitrary dimensions, and extended to
time complexities in the range between real time and linear time.
In [2] limited nondeterminism is added to deterministic complexity classes independent of the computational model
for the class. For these Guess-and-Check models the nondeterministically chosen bits are appended to the input. If for
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some choice this extended input belongs to the deterministic complexity class, then the original input is accepted. A
good survey of limited nondeterminism reflecting the state-of-the-art at its time is [4].
Extensive investigations are also done on limited nondeterminism in the context of finite automata and pushdown
automata. In [13] the nondeterminism is restricted depending on the size of finite automata. The authors prove
an infinite nondeterministic hierarchy below a logarithmic bound, and relate the amount of nondeterminism to the
number of states necessary for deterministic finite automata to accept the same language. An automata independent
quantification of the inherent nondeterminism in regular languages is dealt with in [5]. Recently, measures of
nondeterminism in finite automata have been investigated in [11].
Two measures for the nondeterminism in pushdown automata are proposed in [18]. By bounding the number of
nondeterministic steps depending on the length of the input, a hierarchy of three classes is obtained. A modification
of that measure can be found in [16]. The second measure depends on the depth of the directed acyclic graph that
represents a given pushdown automaton. The corresponding proof of an infinite nondeterministic hierarchy of properly
included classes is completed in [17].
Measuring the nondeterminism by branching has been introduced for finite automata in [5]. In [6,8] it is studied
in connection with pushdown automata. In [8] infinite hierarchies in between the deterministic context-free (DCFL)
and context-free languages (CFL) depending on the amount of nondeterminism or on the amount of ambiguity are
shown. In [6] lower bounds for the minimum amount of nondeterminism to accept certain context-free languages are
established.
The main goal of this paper is to investigate pushdown automata with limited and unlimited context-dependent
nondeterminism measured by branching. The branching of a transition step is defined to be the number of choices
the automaton has, and the branching of a computation is the product of the branchings of all steps. Context
dependence means that it is additionally required that nondeterministic transition steps are only allowed within certain
contexts, i.e., in configurations that meet particular conditions. The relationships of the accepted language families
with closures of the deterministic context-free languages under regular operations are studied. This language class
is particularly interesting, because deterministic context-free languages are not closed under the regular operations
union, concatenation, and Kleene star and thus the regular closure increases the computational capacity. In fact, the
regular closure contains, e.g., inherently ambiguous languages such as {ambmcn} ∪ {ambncn} [7]. Moreover, the time
complexity is still as optimal as for deterministic context-free languages, namely of order O(n) [1].
The main result of this paper is that the language families accepted by pushdown automata with context-dependent
nondeterminism can be characterized as subsets of the regular closure of the deterministic context-free languages. The
most interesting results are: Pushdown automata with finite branching are characterized by the union closure of the
deterministic context-free languages in any context considered, and pushdown automata with unbounded branching
that have to empty their pushdown store up to the initial symbol are characterized by the regular closure of the
deterministic context-free languages. In both cases, automata characterizations of the union closure and the regular
closure, respectively, are obtained which are useful to investigate the computational complexity and closure properties
of the language classes discussed.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section we present some basic notions and definitions.
Section 3 deals with the computational power of pushdown automata with finite branching. This restriction yields
the characterization by the union closure of the deterministic context-free languages in any of the considered contexts.
Section 4 is devoted to the computational power of pushdown automata with unbounded branching. We show
several characterization results and the fact that all language classes discussed form a proper hierarchy. In Section 5,
basically, the closure properties of the families in question under the AFL operations (union, concatenation, Kleene
star, homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, intersection with regular languages) are exhibited in a comprehensive
manner. It turns out that the regular closure of the deterministic context-free languages is closed under all AFL
operations except for homomorphism whereas the language class accepted by pushdown automata with unbounded
branching which have to empty their pushdown store and to reenter the initial state is an anti-AFL, i.e., not closed
under any AFL operation. Finally, the open question [9] whether or not the union closure of the deterministic context-
free languages is closed under concatenation is answered negatively.
2. Preliminaries
Let Σ ∗ denote the set of all words over the finite alphabet Σ . The empty word is denoted by λ, and Σ+ = Σ ∗ \{λ}.
The reversal of a word w is denoted by wR and for the length of w we write |w|. The number of occurrences of a
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symbol a ∈ Σ inw ∈ Σ ∗ is denoted by |w|a . Set inclusion and strict set inclusion is denoted by⊆ and⊂, respectively.
The complement of a language L ⊆ Σ ∗ is denoted by L . The set of mappings from some set M to some set N is
denoted by NM . We write REG for the family of regular languages.
Closures, pushdown automata
In general, a family of languages is a collection of languages containing at least one non-empty language. LetL be
a family of languages and op1, . . . , opk , k ∈ N, be a finite number of operations defined on L . Then Γop1,...,opk (L )
denotes the least family of languages which contains all members ofL and is closed under op1, . . . , opk . In particular,
we consider the operations union (∪), concatenation (•), and Kleene star (∗), which are called regular operations.
Accordingly, we write ΓREG for the regular closure, i.e. Γ∪,•,∗.
Considering a computation of a pushdown automaton we call a single step nondeterministic if the automaton has
more than one choice for its move. The branching of the step is defined to be the number of choices. The branching
of a computation is the product of the branchings of all steps of the computation. This measure of nondeterminism
has been introduced for finite automata in [5]. In [6,8] it is studied in connection with pushdown automata. In order
to be more precise, we continue with the stepwise formalization of pushdown automata with bounded branching. For
convenience, throughout the paper we use Σλ for Σ ∪ {λ}. Intuitively, a nondeterministic pushdown automaton has
unbounded branching.
A pushdown automaton (PDA) is a system M = 〈Q,Σ ,Γ , δ, q0, Z0, F〉, where Q is a finite set of states, Σ
is the finite input alphabet, Γ is a finite pushdown alphabet, δ is a mapping from Q × Σλ × Γ to finite subsets of
Q × Γ ∗ called the transition function, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, Z0 ∈ Γ is a particular pushdown symbol, called the
bottom-of-pushdown symbol, which initially appears on the pushdown store, and F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states.
A configuration of a pushdown automaton is a triple (q, w, γ ), where q is the current state, w the unread part of
the input, and γ the current content of the pushdown store, the leftmost symbol of γ being the top symbol. If p, q are
in Q, a is in Σλ, w is in Σ ∗, γ and β are in Γ ∗, and Z is in Γ , then we write (q, aw, Zγ ) `M (p, w, βγ ), if the pair
(p, β) is in δ(q, a, Z). In order to simplify matters, we require that during any computation the bottom-of-pushdown
symbol appears only at the bottom of the pushdown store. Formally, we require that if (p, β) is in δ(q, a, Z), then
either β does not contain Z0 or β = β ′Z0, where β ′ does not contain Z0, and Z = Z0. As usual, the reflexive
transitive closure of `M is denoted by `∗M. The subscriptM will be dropped whenever the meaning remains clear.
Furthermore, the meaning of Γ will never conflict with the closure operator.
The language accepted byM with accepting states is
T (M) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | (q0, w, Z0) `∗ (q, λ, γ ), for some q ∈ F and γ ∈ Γ ∗}.
The language accepted byM by empty pushdown store is
N (M) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | (q0, w, Z0) `∗ (q, λ, λ), for some q ∈ Q}.
Intuitively, the branching of a deterministic pushdown automaton is bounded as much as possible, i.e., bounded to
one. A PDA is a deterministic pushdown automaton (DPDA), if there is at most one choice of action for any possible
configuration. In particular, there must never be a choice of using an input symbol or of using λ input. Formally, a
pushdown automatonM = 〈Q,Σ ,Γ , δ, q0, Z0, F〉 is deterministic if (i) δ(q, a, Z) contains at most one element, for
all a in Σλ, q in Q, and Z in Γ , and (ii) for all q in Q and Z in Γ : if δ(q, λ, Z) is not empty, then δ(q, a, Z) is empty
for all a in Σ .
Let DCFLe resp. DCFL denote the set of all languages which are accepted by DPDAs that accept by empty
pushdown store resp. accepting states. It is known that DCFLe ⊂ DCFL and that DCFLe is equivalent to the set of all
prefix-free deterministic context-free languages [10]. In the following a subscript e indicates that the corresponding
PDA accepts by empty pushdown. DCFL is closed, e.g., under inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular
sets, but not under homomorphism. Moreover, it is closed under complementation, right quotient with regular sets,
and left quotient with a fixed string, but it is not closed under union, intersection, concatenation, or Kleene star [7].
The language operation MIN is defined as
MIN(L) = {w | w ∈ L and no v ∈ L is a proper prefix of w}.
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It is known that DCFL is closed under MIN [7]. A generalized sequential machine (gsm) [10] is a (nondeterministic)
finite automaton which is permitted to emit any string, including λ, in a move. Let L ⊆ Σ ∗ andM be a gsm. For
x ∈ L ,M(x) is defined to be the output produced when starting in the initial state, reading the input x , and ending in
some accepting state. A gsm mappingM(L) is defined asM(L) = {M(x) | x ∈ L}. It is shown in [10] that the set
of context-free languages is closed under gsm mappings.
Pushdown automata with context-dependent nondeterminism
Now we turn to branching in more detail. LetM = 〈Q,Σ ,Γ , δ, q0, Z0, F〉 be a pushdown automaton, q ∈ Q,
a ∈ Σλ, and Z ∈ Γ .
(i) The branching of a configuration c is βM(c) = |{c′ | c ` c′}|.
(ii) A sequence of configurations (computation) C = c0 ` · · · ` ck has branching∏k−1i=0 βM(ci ).
(iii) For words w ∈ T (M) we define the branching as
βM(w) = min{βM(C) | C is an accepting computation ofM on w}.
(iv) Finally, let the branching ofM be βM = sup{βM(w) | w ∈ T (M)}.
Next we put several restrictions on PDAs and call the resulting devices pushdown automata with context-dependent
nondeterminism (nPDA).
In particular, we will bound the branching by constants k (k-nPDA), or allow unbounded branching (∞-nPDA).
We write fin-nPDA to indicate finite branching, that is, there exists some k such that the device is a k-nPDA.
The next step is to put restrictions on configurations. That is, conditions that have to be met in order to make a
new guess with branching greater than one. In particular, we will consider devices with no further condition, devices
that have to empty their pushdown store up to the initial symbol, devices that have to return to the initial state q0,
and devices that have to reinitialize completely, which means both to empty their pushdown store and to return to the
initial state.
(i) If the configurations (q, w, Z0) (q ∈ Q, w ∈ Σ ∗) are the only ones with branching greater than one, then the
resulting device is a (k, Z0)-nPDA or a (∞, Z0)-nPDA.
(ii) If the configurations (q0, w, γ ) (w ∈ Σ ∗, γ ∈ Γ ∗) are the only ones with branching greater than one, then the
resulting device is a (k, q0)-nPDA or a (∞, q0)-nPDA.
(iii) If the configurations (q0, w, Z0) (w ∈ Σ ∗) are the only ones with branching greater than one, then the resulting
device is a (k, q0, Z0)-nPDA or a (∞, q0, Z0)-nPDA.
Thus, (k, Z0)-nPDAs are allowed to make a new guess only if the pushdown store is empty up to the initial symbol,
whereas k-nPDAs can make new guesses not depending on the pushdown store height.
In general, we denote the family of languages accepted by devices of type X byL (X).
3. Characterization of finite context-dependent nondeterminism
In order to prove the main result of this section, the characterization of nPDAs with finite branching, we need the
fact that we may assume without loss of generality that there is never a choice between a λ- and a non-λ step. The
result is obvious for nondeterministic pushdown automata. Here, the amount of nondeterminism has to be kept finite.
A proof of the following lemma may be found in [8].
Lemma 1. Let M be an nPDA with finite branching. Then we can effectively construct an equivalent nPDA M′
with finite branching of the same type, such that for any q ∈ Q and Z ∈ Γ , whenever δ(q, λ, Z) is non-empty then
δ(q, a, Z) is empty for all a ∈ Σ .
The desired characterization can be derived from the following lemma.
Lemma 2. LetM be an nPDA with finite branching. Then we can effectively construct an equivalent nPDAM′ with
finite branching of the same type whose only nondeterministic step is the very first one. The first nondeterministic step
is a λ-step that preserves the content of the pushdown store.
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Proof. W.l.o.g. we may assume thatM = 〈Q,Σ ,Γ , δ, q0, Z0, F〉 has the property provided by Lemma 1. Moreover,
there is a positive integer k such thatM is a k-nPDA. Let ` = dlog2(k)e, i.e., roughly an upper bound for the number
of nondeterministic steps ofM.
We define a set N ⊆ Q × Σλ × Γ such that (q, a, Z) ∈ N if |δ(q, a, Z)| > 1, that is the set of contexts in which
nondeterminism appears. We observe that due to the properties ofM, provided by Lemma 1, for any configuration
the set N contains at most one triple such that δ is applicable. Consider the set
G = { f ∈ (Q × Γ ∗)N | f (q, a, Z) = (p, β) only if (p, β) ∈ δ(q, a, Z)}
Since M is finitely specified, it is easy to observe that G is a finite set. Now the construction of M′ =
〈Q′,Σ ,Γ , δ′, q ′0, Z0, F ′〉 is as follows. Set
Q′ = {q ′0} ∪
(
Q × G` × {0, . . . , `}
)
and
F ′ = F × G` × {0, . . . , `}.
The first step ofM′ is to guessM’s guesses (at most `) in advance. It does so by guessing ` mappings from the
nondeterministic contexts N to the possible actions. Let
δ′(q ′0, λ, Z0) = {((q0, f1, . . . , f`, 0), Z0) | fi ∈ G, 1 ≤ i ≤ `}
To simulate deterministic steps ofM, we define for all 0 ≤ i ≤ `,
δ′((q, f1, . . . , f`, i), a, Z) = {((p, f1, . . . , f`, i), β)}
if (q, a, Z) /∈ N and δ(q, a, Z) = (p, β).
In order to simulate a nondeterministic step ofM, we apply the previously guessed mapping fi+1 to the current
situation and increase the index i . Define for all 0 ≤ i ≤ `− 1,
δ′((q, f1, . . . , f`, i), a, Z) = {((p, f1, . . . , f`, i + 1), β)}
if (q, a, Z) ∈ N and fi+1(q, a, Z) = (p, β). 
Theorem 3. A language L is accepted by a fin-nPDA ((fin, q0, Z0)-nPDA, (fin, q0)-nPDA, (fin, Z0)-nPDA,
respectively), if and only if L belongs to the union closure of the deterministic context-free languages Γ∪(DCFL).
Proof. Let M = 〈Q,Σ ,Γ , δ, q0, Z0, F〉 be a fin-nPDA. By Lemma 2 we may assume that M makes only one
nondeterministic step in every computation which is the very first one, a λ-step, and preserves the content of the
pushdown store. We conclude that the sole nondeterministic step requires the initial state q0 which is never reentered
during the whole computation. So, let S = {q ∈ Q | (q, Z0) ∈ δ(q0, λ, Z0)}. Then we construct a deterministic
pushdown automatonMq for each q ∈ S.
Mq = 〈Q \ {q0},Σ ,Γ , δ′, q, Z0, F〉, where δ′(q, a, Z) = δ(q, a, Z), for all q ∈ Q \ {q0}, a ∈ Σ , and Z ∈ Γ .
Clearly, allMq are deterministic, and T (M) =⋃q∈S T (Mq).
Conversely, let L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk andMi = 〈Qi ,Σ ,Γi , δi , q0,i , Z0, Fi 〉 be deterministic pushdown automata
with T (Mi ) = L i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Without loss of generality we assume that the Qi are disjoint and q0 is a new state.
Then we construct
M = 〈{q0} ∪⋃ki=1 Qi ,Σ ,⋃ki=1 Γi , δ, q0, Z0,⋃ki=1 Fi 〉,
where δ(q0, λ, Z0) = {(q0,i , Z0) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} and δ(q, a, Z) = δi (q, a, Z) if and only if q ∈ Qi and Z ∈ Γi . It
follows immediately from the construction thatM is a (fin, q0, Z0)-nPDA, and that T (M) = L . 
4. Characterization of unbounded context-dependent nondeterminism
If the nondeterminism allowed is unbounded and may be used within any context or only when the PDA is in its
initial state, then the computational capacity is not reduced.
Theorem 4. L (∞-nPDA) = CFL andL ((∞, q0)-nPDA) = CFL
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Proof. Obviously, every ∞-nPDA or (∞, q0)-nPDA accepts a context-free language. Since every PDA can be
considered as a ∞-nPDA, we obtain the first equation. To show the second equation we use the fact that every
context-free language can be accepted by a one-state PDA (cf. [10]). 
We now want to characterize the language family accepted by (∞, Z0)-nPDAs by the regular closure of the
deterministic context-free languages. As a first step we show that each language from the regular closure of the
prefix-free deterministic context-free languages is accepted by some (∞, Z0)-nPDAe and vice versa. We start with a
technical lemma.
Lemma 5. The language familyL ((∞, Z0)-nPDAe) is closed under union, concatenation, and Kleene star.
Proof. Consider two (∞, Z0)-nPDAes M1 = 〈Q1,Σ ,Γ1, δ1, q0,1, Z0,∅〉 and M2 = 〈Q2,Σ ,Γ2, δ2, q0,2, Z0,∅〉
such that Q1 ∩ Q2 = ∅ and Γ1 ∩Γ2 = {Z0}. It is easy to construct a (∞, Z0)-nPDAe M which has a new initial state
q0 and guesses in its first step whether to accept a word from N (M1) or from N (M2). This proves the closure under
union.
To show the closure under concatenation we defineM = 〈Q1 ∪ Q2,Σ ,Γ1 ∪ Γ2, δ, q0,1, Z0,∅〉. The transition
function δ applies rules from M1 if the current state is in Q1 and from M2 otherwise. Furthermore, we have to
ensure that the second automaton can start whenever the first automaton has accepted a prefix of the input. To this
end, for q, q ′ ∈ Q1 and a ∈ Σλ, we add the rule (q0,2, Z0) ∈ δ(q, a, Z0) and remove the rule (q ′, λ) ∈ δ(q, a, Z0),
if (q ′, λ) ∈ δ1(q, a, Z0). Obviously,M is again a (∞, Z0)-nPDAe. The construction for the Kleene star closure is
almost identical. We add the rules (q0,1, Z0) ∈ δ(q, a, Z0), if (q ′, λ) ∈ δ1(q, a, Z0) with q, q ′ ∈ Q1 and a ∈ Σλ and
(q0,1, λ) ∈ δ(q0,1, λ, Z0). 
Theorem 6. A language L is accepted by a (∞, Z0)-nPDAe if and only if L belongs to the regular closure of the
prefix-free deterministic context-free languages ΓREG(DCFLe).
Proof. Because any prefix-free deterministic context-free language is accepted by some (∞, Z0)-nPDAe, and
L ((∞, Z0)-nPDAe) is closed under the regular operations (cf. Lemma 5), any language L ∈ ΓREG(DCFLe) is
accepted by some (∞, Z0)-nPDAe.
To show the converse we use a similar construction as presented in [15]. For the sake of completeness we present the
detailed construction here. LetM = 〈Q,Σ ,Γ , δ, q0, Z0,∅〉 be a (∞, Z0)-nPDAe. Roughly, the idea is as follows. We
first transformM into an equivalent context-free grammar G. Then we observe that G is of a certain form which allows
us to consider G as a right-linear grammar G′ whose terminal symbols represent prefix-free deterministic context-free
languages generated by non-terminals of G. Next, G′ is transformed into an equivalent regular expression E , where
each symbol in E still represents a prefix-free deterministic context-free language generated by non-terminals of G.
Therefore, N (M) can be described as a regular expression whose symbols are prefix-free deterministic context-free
languages.
Starting fromM we obtain an equivalent grammar G by the standard triple construction (cf. [10]). The grammar
G has the following productions:
S → [q0, Z0, q] for each q ∈ Q, and
[q, A, qm+1] → a[q1, B1, q2][q2, B2, q3] · · · [qm, Bm, qm+1]
for each q, q1, . . . , qm+1 ∈ Q, each a ∈ Σλ, and A, B1, . . . , Bm ∈ Γ , such that δ(q, a, A) contains (q1, B1B2 . . . Bm).
Remember that the initial pushdown symbol Z0 appears at the bottom of the pushdown store only. So, we can
identify two types of transition rules (q1, B1B2 . . . Bm) ∈ δ(q, a, A).
If A 6= Z0, then either m = 0 or Bi 6= Z0, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. If A = Z0, then either m = 0 or Bm = Z0 and Bi 6= Z0,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
The first type are non-Z0 rules which result in productions of the form
[q, A, qm+1] → a[q1, B1, q2][q2, B2, q3] · · · [qm, Bm, qm+1]
with A 6= Z0 and Bi 6= Z0, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, or [q, A, qm+1] → a.
The second type are Z0-rules which result in productions of the form
[q, Z0, qm+1] → a[q1, B1, q2][q2, B2, q3] · · · [qm, Z0, qm+1]
with Bi 6= Z0, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, or [q, Z0, qm+1] → a.
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We now encapsulate the right hand sides of the productions by building super-symbols from symbols. Non-Z0-
productions are changed to
[q, A, qm+1] → [a, [q1, B1, q2], [q2, B2, q3], . . . , [qm, Bm, qm+1]]
and [q, A, qm+1] → [a], respectively. Z0-productions are changed to
[q, Z0, qm+1] → [a, [q1, B1, q2], [q2, B2, q3], . . . , [qm−1, Bm−1, qm]][qm, Z0, qm+1]
and [q, Z0, qm+1] → [a], respectively. Then the modified grammar G has the following form. Each right hand side
consists either of one super-symbol, or one Z0-triple, or one super-symbol followed by one Z0-triple.
Let [a, [q1, B1, q2], [q2, B2, q3], . . . , [qm−1, Bm−1, qm]] be some super-symbol. Taking a close look on the
standard triple construction, we can observe that each super-symbol corresponds to a language which can be
generated by the following grammar Gs : Take all rules from G, choose some new start symbol Ss and add the rule
Ss → a[q1, B1, q2][q2, B2, q3] . . . [qm−1, Bm−1, qm].
Remember that a step has branching greater than one only when the pushdown store is empty up to Z0. Since Z0
does not occur in any super-symbol and no pushdown symbol B 6= Z0 can be replaced by Z0, we can observe that
each super-symbol generates a language which can be accepted by a DPDA that accepts by empty pushdown store.
Hence, each super-symbol generates a prefix-free deterministic context-free language.
We now consider the modified grammar G as a grammar G′ over a finite terminal alphabet consisting of all possible
super-symbols. The non-terminals are S and the Z0-triples. We observe that G′ is right-linear. From G′ we obtain
an equivalent regular expression E by standard techniques. The symbols of E are the terminal symbols of G′ which
in turn are the super-symbols of G. Since each super-symbol of G generates a prefix-free deterministic context-free
language, the language generated by G can be represented as a regular expression whose symbols describe prefix-free
deterministic context-free languages. Thus, N (M) ∈ ΓREG(DCFLe). 
Now, we can prove the desired machine characterization of the regular closure. Moreover, the next result reveals
the interesting fact that for (∞, Z0)-nPDA it does not matter whether they accept by empty pushdown store or by
accepting states whereas between DCFLe and DCFL a proper inclusion is known.
Theorem 7. A language L is accepted by a (∞, Z0)-nPDA if and only if L belongs to the regular closure of the
deterministic context-free languages. In particular,
ΓREG(DCFLe) = L ((∞, Z0)-nPDAe) = L ((∞, Z0)-nPDA) = ΓREG(DCFL).
Proof. It is shown in [1] that ΓREG(DCFLe) = ΓREG(DCFL). The above theorem shows that ΓREG(DCFLe) =
L ((∞, Z0)-nPDAe). Since it is not difficult to convert a (∞, Z0)-nPDAe to an equivalent (∞, Z0)-nPDA, we obtain
L ((∞, Z0)-nPDAe) ⊆ L ((∞, Z0)-nPDA). This implies ΓREG(DCFL) ⊆ L ((∞, Z0)-nPDA). In order to show
L ((∞, Z0)-nPDA) ⊆ ΓREG(DCFL) letM be a (∞, Z0)-nPDA.M can be easily transformed into a (∞, Z0)-nPDAe
accepting T (M)$ where $ is a new alphabet symbol. Thus, T (M)$ belongs to ΓREG(DCFLe) and hence T (M)$
can be represented as a regular expression with prefix-free deterministic context-free atoms. Since DCFL is closed
under right quotient with regular sets, we can delete the endmarker $ from those atoms ending with $ and still have
deterministic context-free atoms. Hence, T (M) can be represented as a regular expression with deterministic context-
free atoms and thus is in ΓREG(DCFL). 
We next characterize those pushdown automata which are allowed to make a new guess only when the pushdown
store is empty up to the initial symbol and, in addition, the initial state is attained.
Theorem 8. A language L is accepted by a (∞, q0, Z0)-nPDA if and only if L admits a factorization L∗1L2, where
L1 ∈ Γ∪(DCFLe) and L2 ∈ Γ∪(DCFL). This language family is denoted byL∗.
Proof. LetM = 〈Q,Σ ,Γ , δ, q0, Z0, F〉 be a (∞, q0, Z0)-nPDA.
First, we consider accepting computations ofM that never reinitialize completely. To this end, we modifyM to
M1 = 〈Q ∪ {qt },Σ ,Γ , δ′, q0, Z0, F〉. Basically,M1 has the same transitions asM. But all transitions that map to
the initial state q0 are replaced by transitions that map to the new state qt instead. Therefore, for all q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σλ,
Z ∈ Γ , let (p, β) ∈ δ′(q, a, Z) if p 6= q0 and (p, β) ∈ δ(q, a, Z), and (qt , β) ∈ δ′(q, a, Z) if (q0, β) ∈ δ(q, a, Z).
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Table 1
Characterization and closure properties of context-dependent pushdown automata languages
Restriction Characterization ∪ • ∗ h h−1 ∩R ∼
fin, (fin, q0), (fin, Z0), (fin, q0, Z0) Γ∪(DCFL) + − − − + + −
(∞, q0, Z0) L∗ − − − − − − −
(∞, Z0) ΓREG(DCFL) + + + − + + −
∞, (∞, q0) CFL + + + + + + −
From qt the computation continues if the pushdown store is not empty, i.e., if no reinitialization occurred. Otherwise
the computation is blocked. So, let δ′(qt , λ, Z) = {(q0, Z)}, for all Z 6= Z0, and let δ′(qt , λ, Z0) be empty.
By construction,M1 is a fin-nPDA, and thus T (M1) belongs to Γ∪(DCFL).
Second, we consider inputs that drive automatonM from the initial configuration to a reinitialization exactly once.
We modifyM as follows.
LetM2 = 〈Q ∪ {q f , qt },Σ ,Γ , δ′′, q0, Z0, {q f }〉. Basically,M2 has the same transitions asM1. All transitions
that map to the initial state q0 are replaced by transitions that map to the new state qt instead. From qt the computation
continues if the pushdown store is not empty, i.e., if no reinitialization occurred. Otherwise, and this is the only
difference between δ′ and δ′′, the computation enters the sole accepting state q f and is blocked. So, add the transition
δ′′(qt , λ, Z0) = (q f , Z0).
By construction,M2 is a fin-nPDA. Applying Theorem 3 shows that T (M2) = L1∪· · ·∪Lm ,m ∈ N, where the L i
are deterministic context-free languages, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Moreover, since the transition function ofM2 is not defined for
the sole accepting state q f , the languages L i are prefix-free deterministic context-free languages. Therefore, T (M2)
belongs to Γ∪(DCFLe).
Altogether we have constructed a decomposition of T (M). Clearly, an accepting computation ofM starts with
q0 and Z0, may reinitialize some times to q0 and Z0, and ends with a subcomputation leading from q0 and Z0 to
some accepting state. This is exactly what has been constructed byM1 andM2. First we may have some words from
T (M2) which are followed by a word from T (M1). We conclude T (M) = (T (M2))∗T (M1).
In order to show the converse, let L be a language of the form L∗1L2, where L1 ∈ Γ∪(DCFLe) and L2 ∈ Γ∪(DCFL).
A (∞, q0, Z0)-nPDA M accepting L can be constructed as follows. Let M1,1, . . . ,M1,k be DPDAes such that
L1 = ⋃ki=1 N (M1,i ), andM2,1, . . . ,M2,` be DPDAs such that L2 = ⋃`i=1 T (M2,i ). ThenM simulates automata
from M1,1, . . . ,M1,k arbitrarily often. Finally, M simulates exactly one computation of one of the automata
M2,1, . . . ,M2,`. To this end, we may assume without loss of generality that all of these automata use Z ′0 as bottom-
of-pushdown symbol. Whenever M is in state q0 with Z0 on top of the pushdown store, a symbol Z ′0 is pushed
onto the pushdown store. In addition to pushing symbol Z ′0, automaton M guesses which automaton Mi, j has to
be simulated next. A successful simulation of an automatonM1,i is detected byM’s bottom-of-pushdown symbol
Z0. In this situationM reenters state q0. A successful simulation of an automatonM2,i haltsM’s computation. The
details of the construction are obvious. 
Table 1 summarizes the characterization results. The relations between the language families characterized are
summarized in the next theorem.
Theorem 9. Γ∪(DCFL) ⊂ L∗ ⊂ ΓREG(DCFL) ⊂ CFL.
Proof. The first two inclusions follow easily from the representation theorem for L∗ (Theorem 8) and the
last inclusion is obvious. We next show that the inclusions are proper. We first consider the language L0 =
({anbnc | n ≥ 0} ∪ {anb2nc | n ≥ 0})∗ which is not in Γ∪(DCFL) due to [6] and Theorem 3. Obviously, L0 ∈ L∗
which shows the first proper inclusion.
Since ΓREG(DCFL) is closed under union andL∗ is not (Lemma 14, see below), we obtain that the second inclusion
is a proper one.
For the last inclusion we consider L = {cnwwRcn | n ≥ 0, w ∈ {a, b}+} ∈ CFL. We have to show
that L 6∈ ΓREG(DCFL). In contrast to the assertion assume that L is accepted by a (∞, Z0)-nPDA M =
〈Q, {a, b, c},Γ , δ, q0, Z0, F〉.
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For each state q ∈ Q we define the set Wq of prefixes of accepted words which reinitialize the pushdown store in
state q:
Wq = {w ∈ {a, b, c}+ | (q0, w, Z0) `+ (q, λ, Z0)
and there exists v ∈ {a, b, c}∗ such that (q, v, Z0) `∗ (q f , λ, γ ),
for some q f ∈ F, γ ∈ Γ ∗}
In [6,7] it is shown that the language Lw = {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}∗} does not belong to Γ∪(DCFL). By Theorem 3
we obtain that Lw is not accepted by any (fin, Z0)-nPDA. Now we consider words of the form c∗{a, b}+ in the sets
Wq . Assume that in each of the finitely many sets there are only words of this form with the same number of leading
c’s, respectively. Let n0 be the maximal number appearing. Then, it can be derived that all words cn0+1wwRcn0+1,
w ∈ {a, b}+, are accepted with finitely many reinitializations of the pushdown store, i.e., with finite branching,
since otherwise the automaton would loop on c’s. This implies by an immediate construction that the language Lw is
accepted by a (fin, Z0)-nPDA. From the contradiction we obtain that there exists a set Wq that contains at least two
words, say z1 and z2, that have different numbers of leading c’s, say n1 and n2.
Now we derive a contradiction to our first assumption as follows. Let i ∈ {1, 2}. Since zi belongs to Wq there is
a word vi such that zivi is accepted. The word zi is contained in cni {a, b}+. Therefore, vi is contained in {a, b}∗cni .
Since for M it makes no difference whether state q with empty pushdown store is reached by processing input z1
or z2, it accepts the words z1v2 and z2v1 as well. But z1v2 is contained in cn1{a, b}+cn2 and, thus, does not belong
to L . 
It is claimed in [1] that the language {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}+} does not belong to ΓREG(DCFL). Due to the automata
characterization of ΓREG(DCFL), which is used in the last theorem, we can now give a formal proof.
Corollary 10. The language L = {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}+} is not accepted by any (∞, Z0)-nPDA, i.e., it does not belong
to ΓREG(DCFL).
Proof. In contrast to the assertion assume that L belongs to ΓREG(DCFL). Since ΓREG(DCFL) is closed under
intersection with regular languages, we obtain L ′ = L ∩ a∗{a, b}+a∗ = {anwwRan | n ≥ 0, w ∈ {a, b}+} ∈
ΓREG(DCFL). Next consider the homomorphism h(a) = a, h(b) = b, and h(c) = a. We obtain L ′′ = h−1(L ′) ∩
c∗{a, b}+c∗ = {cnwwRcn | n ≥ 0, w ∈ {a, b}+} ∈ ΓREG(DCFL), since ΓREG(DCFL) is closed under inverse
homomorphism (Lemma 11, see below). This is a contradiction to the above proof of Theorem 9. 
5. Closure properties
In this section we consider closure properties of context-dependent nondeterministic pushdown automaton
languages. By the characterization results obtained in the previous sections the properties of some families are known.
For other families the properties are also interesting for their own. For example, it is natural to consider closure
properties of closures.
Lemma 11. The language family L ((∞, Z0)-nPDA) is closed under intersection with regular sets, union,
concatenation, and Kleene star.L (fin-nPDA) is closed under intersection with regular sets and union. Both families
are closed under inverse homomorphism.
Proof. Since L ((∞, Z0)-nPDA) = L ((∞, Z0)-nPDAe), the closure under union, concatenation and Kleene star
follows from Lemma 5. The closure under intersection with regular sets follows immediately by the standard Cartesian
product construction and by the observation that the resulting automaton is still a (∞, Z0)-nPDAe. We can use the
identical constructions to show closure under union and intersection with regular sets for fin-nPDAs.
Next, we consider the closure under inverse homomorphisms. Taking a close look at the standard construction,
which may be found, e.g., in [10], it can be observed that the construction introduces no additional nondeterministic
steps and that the behavior of the stack remains unchanged. Thus, given a (∞, Z0)-nPDA or fin-nPDA, respectively,
the PDA resulting from the standard construction is still a (∞, Z0)-nPDA or fin-nPDA, respectively. 
We now turn to non-closure results.
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Lemma 12. The language families L (fin-nPDA), L ((∞, q0, Z0)-nPDA), and L ((∞, Z0)-nPDA) are not closed
under homomorphism and complementation.
Proof. First, we observe that all families contain DCFL. Since all families are proper subsets of CFL and every
context-free language can be represented as the homomorphic image of a deterministic context-free language
(Chomsky–Schu¨tzenberger Theorem, see, e.g., [7]), all families are not closed under homomorphism.
Next, consider the language L = {aib jck | i, j, k ≥ 0, (i 6= j or j 6= k)} ∪ a∗b∗c∗ which is contained in all of
the above families. The assumption that one of the above families is closed under complementation implies that it
contains the non-context-free language L = {anbncn | n ≥ 0} which is a contradiction. 
The next lemma answers an open question raised in [9].
Lemma 13. The language familyL (fin-nPDA) = Γ∪(DCFL) is not closed under concatenation and Kleene star.
Proof. Consider the two languages La = {aib jck | i, j, k ≥ 1 and k ≤ i} and Lb = {aib jck | i, j, k ≥ 1 and k ≤ j}.
We observe that L∗a and Lb are deterministic context-free languages and, therefore, belong to Γ∪(DCFL).
It suffices to show that the concatenation L∗aLb does not belong to Γ∪(DCFL). Assume contrarily it would. Then
there are languages L1, . . . , Lm ∈ DCFL, for some m ≥ 1, such that L∗aLb =
⋃m
`=1 L`.
Since the family DCFL is closed under MIN, all languages L ′` = MIN(L`), 1 ≤ ` ≤ m are deterministic context
free languages. It is easily seen that all words of L ′` are of the form {aib jck | i, j, k ≥ 1 and k ≤ i and k > j}∗
{aib jck | i, j, k ≥ 1 and k ≤ j}.
Trivially, all languages L ′` are context free. The context-free languages are closed under (nondeterministic) gsm
mappings. We construct a gsm which chooses one but not the last of the subwords aib jck and maps all other
symbols to λ. We conclude that the resulting languages L ′′ are context free. Additionally, their words are of the
form {aib jck | i, j, k ≥ 1 and k ≤ i and k > j}. At least one of the resulting languages contains infinitely many
words that differ at least in the number of b’s, let us say language L ′′r .
It remains to be shown that L ′′r is not context free. To this end, let n be the constant of Ogden’s lemma and
consider some word w = aib jck ∈ L ′′r such that j ≥ n. Let the positions of the b’s be distinguished. Then w
admits a factorization uvwxy such that v and x together have at least one distinguished position, vwx has at most n
distinguished positions, and uvswx s y ∈ L ′′r for all s ≥ 1.
If either v or x contains two distinct symbols, then uv2wx2y does not belong to L ′′r . Now at least one of v and x
must contain b’s since only b’s are in distinguished positions. Thus, either vx does not contain a’s or does not contain
c’s. In both cases we can find some constant s such that uvswx s y does not belong to L ′′r . Thus L ′′r is not a context-free
language.
To show non-closure under Kleene star we consider the language L0 from Theorem 9. Clearly, L =
{anbnc | n ≥ 0} ∪ {anb2nc | n ≥ 0} ∈ Γ∪(DCFL), but L0 = L∗ 6∈ Γ∪(DCFL) due to [6] and Theorem 3. 
Finally, we obtain that L ((∞, q0, Z0)-nPDA) is an anti-AFL, i.e., a language class not closed under union,
concatenation, Kleene star, homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets. This is
particularly interesting, since it provides an example of an (infinite) anti-AFL which is a proper subset of the context-
free languages.
Lemma 14. L ((∞, q0, Z0)-nPDA) = L∗ is an anti-AFL.
Proof. The non-closure under homomorphism has already been shown in Lemma 12.
We consider the languages Labc = {anbnc | n ≥ 0} ∪ {anb2nc | n ≥ 0} and L012 = {0n1n2 | n ≥ 0} ∪
{0n12n2 | n ≥ 0}. Obviously, Labc, L012 ∈ Γ∪(DCFLe) and thus L∗abc, L∗012 ∈ L∗. Since every PDA accepting L∗abc
or L∗012 needs unbounded branching due to [6] and Theorem 3, we obtain that L∗abc, L∗012 6∈ Γ∪(DCFL).
To show non-closure under union we consider La = L∗abc ∪ L∗012 and assume that La ∈ L∗. Then, La = L∗L ′
with L ∈ Γ∪(DCFLe) and L ′ ∈ Γ∪(DCFL). We may assume that L 6= {λ}, since otherwise L∗abc = L ′ ∩ (a∗b∗c)∗ ∈
Γ∪(DCFL) which is a contradiction. We consider words z1 = anbncanbnc ∈ La and z2 = 0m1m20m1m2 ∈ La .
Both words have factorizations z1 = u1v1w1 and z2 = u2v2w2 with u1, u2 ∈ L , v1, v2 ∈ L∗, and w1, w2 ∈ L ′. Let
u1, u2 6= λ be the shortest strings which admit such a factorization. Obviously, u1v1u1w1 ∈ La and u2v2u2w2 ∈ La ,
since in this case we may assume that u1 ∈ a+b+c, since other factorizations lead to a wrong form or to w ∈ La
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such that |w|a 6= |w|b and 2|w|a 6= |w|b. Similarly, we may assume u2 ∈ 0+1+2. Then we conclude that
z′ = u1v1u2w1 ∈ La which is a contradiction, since z′ contains a’s and 0’s.
To show non-closure under concatenation we consider Lb = L∗abcL∗012 and assume that Lb ∈ L∗. Then, Lb = L∗L ′
with L ∈ Γ∪(DCFLe), L ′ ∈ Γ∪(DCFL), and L 6= {λ} by similar observations as above. Let n be a fixed integer and
let {z1, z2, . . .} be an enumeration of all words in anbncL+012. For zi with i ∈ N we then obtain zi = uiviwi with
λ 6= ui ∈ L , vi ∈ L∗, wi ∈ L ′, and z′i = uiviuiwi ∈ Lb. This leads to a wrong form unless ui = anbnc, vi = λ, and
wi ∈ L+012. Now, either there exists an i ∈ N such that z′i has the wrong form or all z′i admit the above factorization.
Then, L+012 ⊆ L ′ and L ′ ∩ (0∗1∗2)+ = L+012 ∈ Γ∪(DCFL). In both cases we obtain a contradiction which shows the
assertion.
To show non-closure under Kleene star we consider Lc = (L∗abcd∗)∗ and assume that Lc ∈ L∗. Then, Lc = L∗L ′
with L ∈ Γ∪(DCFLe), L ′ ∈ Γ∪(DCFL), and L 6= {λ}. We may assume that L ⊆ ((a∗b∗c)+d∗)+, since otherwise LL
would have a wrong format. Hence, L ′′ = L ∩a∗b∗cd∗ ∈ Γ∪(DCFLe), since Γ∪(DCFLe) is closed under intersection
with regular sets. L ′′ = ⋃nk=1 L ′′k with L ′′k ∈ DCFLe. Consider all words zi = ambmcd i for a fixed integer m and
i ∈ N. Since n is a finite number, there is at least one L ′′k which contains zi and z j with i 6= j . Hence, L ′′k is not
prefix-free which is a contradiction.
To show non-closure under inverse homomorphism we consider Ld = h−1(L∗abc) with h(a) = a, h(b) = b,
h(c) = c, and h(d) = λ and assume that Ld ∈ L∗. Then, Ld = L∗L ′ with L ∈ Γ∪(DCFLe), L ′ ∈ Γ∪(DCFL), and
L 6= {λ}. By similar considerations as above we may assume that L ⊆ h−1((a∗b∗c)+). In particular, we obtain that
L ′′ = L ∩ a∗b∗cd∗ ∈ Γ∪(DCFLe) which again is a contradiction.
To show non-closure under intersection with regular sets we consider the language Le = (Labc ∪ L012)∗ ∩
(a∗b∗c)∗(0∗1∗2)∗ and assume that Le ∈ L∗. Since Le = Lb = L∗abcL∗012, we know that Le 6∈ L∗ which is a
contradiction. 
The characterization results from the previous sections and the closure properties shown in this section are
summarized in Table 1.
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